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Westpac lost files of hundreds of clients,
whistleblowers say
Exclusive: BT Financial Group, the bank’s wealth management
arm, reportedly discovered the loss while digitising its records
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Westpac’s wealth management arm lost the files of hundreds of customers it was
supposedly providing with financial advice, whistleblowers have revealed.

BT Financial Group realised the customer files were missing in 2013 while
conducting a massive operation to digitise its hard copy records.

The project involved scanning roughly 38m pages, and helped BT meet the
demands of the 2013 future of financial advice laws, which put the onus on banks to
prove they were acting in their clients’ best interests.

One source with knowledge of the project, who requested anonymity, said about
10,000 customer files were thought missing, although 8,000 were later found in
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branches across the country. He said the remaining 2,000 were re-created using
information held by the business.  
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“They were only doing it to cover their arses. It was a complete cover-your-arse
exercise, rather than having to do anything with the actual client,” he said. 

“It was clear from the first meeting I went to that they were on dodgy ground. They
were just trying to make the best of a bad situation.”

BT Financial Group disputed the numbers. A spokeswoman said only 215 customer
files were detected missing. Evidence provided to the Senate in 2015 suggested a
total of 89,000 advice files were digitised.

It is unclear how long the files were missing before BT’s 2013 digitisation project, or
how much the customers had been charged in fees while their records were lost.

When BT realised the files were missing, they brought the customers in for a free
consultation about their financial plans.

“At the conclusion of this digitisation process, BT proactively identified a small
number of client files that were not retrieved,” the BT spokeswoman said.

“We contacted all affected clients and offered those clients a free consultation on
their individual situation and financial plan.”

A second source, who spoke to Guardian Australia
independently of the first, said the files had gone missing for a variety of reasons. In

a small number of cases, he said files went missing after questions were raised about
the quality of financial advice. 

“There used to be instances where an adviser would get a query on particular
advice, and the file would go missing,” he said.  

But there were often less nefarious reasons for their absence, he said. 

“They’ve had planners where client files had been stolen,” he said.

“This was a broader activity to try and find all the files, so just because you couldn’t
find a file it didn’t necessarily mean it had bad advice.”
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… we have a small favour to ask. Tens of millions have placed their trust in the
Guardian’s fearless journalism since we started publishing 200 years ago, turning
to us in moments of crisis, uncertainty, solidarity and hope. More than 1.5 million
supporters, from 180 countries, now power us financially – keeping us open to all,
and fiercely independent.

Unlike many others, the Guardian has no shareholders and no billionaire owner.
Just the determination and passion to deliver high-impact global reporting,
always free from commercial or political influence. Reporting like this is vital for
democracy, for fairness and to demand better from the powerful.

And we provide all this for free, for everyone to read. We do this because we
believe in information equality Greater numbers of people can keep track of the

He said the process of recreating files wasn’t necessarily a bad one. Files were often
re-created from information stored on financial planning software, which was
reliable. 

“it doesn’t feel like you’re actually rewriting history, you’re just relying on another
data source to get it,” he said.

BT Financial Group has faced other scandals in recent years.

It was found through the royal commission to have charged at least 2,000 customers
for fees without providing any financial advice, a scandal it expects will cost it $21m.
It was also found to have failed to warn rivals about financial advisers it knew to be
dodgy.

The corporate regulator took the company to the federal court last year for cross-
selling Westpac’s superannuation products when advising clients.

BT’s life insurance arm was also found to be rejecting about 37% of total and
permanent disability claims.

The company began a process of remediation in 2015 to detect instances where it
had given bad advice or no advice while charging customers, and pay
compensation. BT’s executives told a Senate inquiry in 2015 that it had found 11
planners who had given bad advice. Those planners had advised about 2,300
customers.

When it gave evidence to the Senate, BT believed its remediation program would
last 12 months.  

Its recent evidence to the banking royal commission suggested the remediation
program was still going, three years later.
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believe in information equality. Greater numbers of people can keep track of the
events shaping our world, understand their impact on people and communities,
and become inspired to take meaningful action. Millions can benefit from open
access to quality, truthful news, regardless of their ability to pay for it.

Every contribution, however big or small, powers our journalism and sustains our
future. Support the Guardian from as little as $1 – it only takes a minute. If you
can, please consider supporting us with a regular amount each month. Thank
you.
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